Secure Hosted Exchange.

WHOA.com Secure Hosted Exchange is a hosted Microsoft Exchange solution that provides your business all of the flexibility, mobility, and advanced features of a premise-installed system, without all of the licensing, hardware, and personnel costs. Backed by our “Best-In-Class” secure cloud technology, you can meet regulatory compliance objectives while experiencing the predictability of per-user pricing.

**WHOA.com Secure Hosted Exchange includes:**

- 25 GB Mailbox Storage
- 100% Uptime Guarantee
- Secure Web Access
- Control Panel
- ActiveSync Mobility
- Shared Calendar
- Shared Address Book
- Contact Sync
- Antivirus & Antispam
- 24/7/365 Support
- Migration Service
- Outlook Web Access
- Top Tier Data Centers
- ISO 27001 Certified
- Multi-Layered Security
- Best-in-Class Technology

Upgrade your WHOA.com Secure Hosted Exchange with our Premium bundle to provide a complete communications package for your organization.

**WHOA.com Premium Bundle includes all of the above plus:**

- ✓ Microsoft Lync
- ✓ Email Encryption
- ✓ Microsoft Sharepoint
- ✓ Unlimited Mailbox Storage

**Performance. Redundancy. Compliance.**

WHOA.com is the leader in secure cloud solutions for business.

For more information call (800) 226-4ABC or visit us at [www.abctechgroup.com](http://www.abctechgroup.com)
WHOA.com’s secure cloud delivers mission-critical business solutions that include a comprehensive portfolio of best in class services. By providing the industry's finest hardware and software coupled with unbeatable levels of high availability, connectivity, uptime and security, we represent the pinnacle of quality available in today’s cloud infrastructure market.

- **Desktop as a Service (VDI)**
  Hosted desktops streamline workflow by making your desktop and apps available online, allowing you to work on your files from anywhere in the world. Suited to large office environments as well as single users, virtual hosted desktops can improve efficiency and save time and money.

- **Private Cloud**
  For businesses with ultra-sensitive information, or highly complex and unique operating needs, they are indispensable. By utilizing our private cloud, your business will benefit from our unmatched infrastructure, enjoying seamless server availability and a fully redundant architecture.

- **Disaster Recovery**
  With the ability to rely upon our world-class technology and infrastructure, your business will be well positioned for a fast recovery. With our geographically diverse data centers, your business can feel secure, knowing that WHOA.com will prepare your organization to get back on its feet quickly.

- **Hosted Exchange**
  WHOA.com's Hosted Exchange is an enterprise-grade business email service that runs on our best-in-class cloud infrastructure, designed to keep your company and users connected, productive and secure. No up front expenses for hardware and reduced email management costs.

- **Public Cloud**
  We have established a comprehensive public cloud, hosted within multiple world-class SSAE 16 certified data centers supported by a fully redundant architecture. Security and protection are paramount to our public cloud, and we work tirelessly to preserve your privacy.

- **Flash-Fast Storage**
  WHOA.com offers three levels of storage to meet the demands of any business requirements including high performance SAS, SATA, and for organizations that require instant access for intensive IOPS demands, WHOA.com offers a Solid State Disk (SSD) solution which represents the cutting edge in data storage.

**Performance. Redundancy. Compliance.**
WHOA.com is the leader in secure cloud solutions for business.

For more information call (800) 226-4ABC or visit us at [www.abctechgroup.com](http://www.abctechgroup.com)

[WHOA.com](http://www.whoa.com) - The Silver Lining In Your Cloud™
Private Cloud

Your business requires the highest possible levels of privacy and security.

Your business requires a fully redundant and scalable architecture.

We get it.

Our engineers can provide you the support and expertise needed to deploy your own Private Cloud.

From design to implementation, we can build your company a Private Cloud that has been carefully engineered to meet your exact specifications.

WHOA.com is the leader in secure cloud solutions for business.